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Chapter 6
Color Constancy and Contextual Effects 
on Color Appearance

Maria Olkkonen and Vebjørn Ekroll

Abstract Color is a useful cue to object properties such as object identity and state 
(e.g., edibility), and color information supports important communicative functions. 
Although the perceived color of objects is related to their physical surface properties, 
this relationship is not straightforward. The ambiguity in perceived color arises 
because the light entering the eyes contains information about both surface reflectance 
and prevailing illumination. The challenge of color constancy is to estimate surface 
reflectance from this mixed signal. In addition to illumination, the spatial context of 
an object may also affect its color appearance. In this chapter, we discuss how viewing 
context affects color percepts. We highlight some important results from previous 
research, and move on to discuss what could help us make further progress in the field. 
Some promising avenues for future research include using individual differences to 
help in theory development, and integrating more naturalistic scenes and tasks along 
with model comparison into color constancy and color appearance research.

Keywords Color perception • Color constancy • Color appearance • Context  
• Psychophysics • Individual differences

6.1  Introduction

Color is a useful cue to object properties such as object identity and state (e.g., 
edibility), and color information supports important communicative functions [1]. 
Although the perceived color of objects is related to their physical surface properties, 
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this relationship is not straightforward. In this chapter, we focus on how viewing 
context and illumination affect color percepts.

The development of the Young-Helmholtz trichromatic theory, according to which 
color sensations rely on three mechanisms with sensitivities in different parts of the 
electromagnetic spectrum, was essentially complete more than a century ago [2, 3]. 
Most research efforts in color vision thereafter have either been directed towards obtain-
ing a better understanding of (a) the physiology and genetics underlying the trichromatic 
theory (also see Chaps. 1, 3, and 4) or (b) the many aspects of color perception which are 
beyond the explanatory scope of trichromatic theory. Many significant advances have 
been made in the first line of research: after the trichromatic theory was corroborated 
with direct measurement of retinal photoreceptors [4], our understanding of the early 
processing of color signals has evolved to the stage where treatment of color blindness 
seems realistic in the near future [5, 6]. This chapter is about central aspects of the sec-
ond line of research, namely color constancy and the context-dependence of perceived 
color. Here, progress has been more modest, despite intense and often quite ingenious 
research efforts. For that reason, we organize this chapter around the question of why 
progress has been so slow and what might be done to remedy it rather than providing a 
comprehensive state-of-the art review of the literature (for those, see Refs. [7–10]).

We start by reviewing the problem of color constancy and context effects on color 
appearance, and then move on to review commonly used methods. We further discuss a 
few more novel methods that hold much promise in advancing the field. We conclude 
the chapter by laying out some outstanding questions and suggestions for future research.

6.2  Contextual Effects on Color Appearance

Contextual effects on color perception have traditionally been studied under two rela-
tively separate rubrics: color constancy and color induction/color appearance. In gen-
eral, studies in color constancy aim to understand how constant descriptors of surface 
color are extracted from variable sensory signals, whereas studies in color induction 
aim to understand how changes in background properties affect the color appearance of 
a target stimulus. In fact, many studies could be classified under either rubric, making 
the distinction rather arbitrary. But because studies in the two traditions often differ in 
how fundamental problems are formulated, we introduce them separately. However, we 
do not make a hard distinction between the two rubrics when discussing methodology 
and theoretical approaches later in the chapter.

6.2.1  Color Constancy

Imagine stepping out on the patio with your favorite cup in hand; the surface color of 
the cup does not appear to change even though the illumination impinging on the cup 
changes quite dramatically. This ability to perceive stable object colors in varying 
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illumination is called color constancy. Although seemingly effortless, constancy 
involves complex visual processing: as the illumination on the cup changes, the light 
reflected to the eye from the cup changes as well; there is no unique signal for any given 
surface color (Fig. 6.1 illustrates this for a clover). In order to use object color as a cue 
to object identity, the visual system faces the challenge of parsing the retinal light signal 
into object and illumination components (“inverse optics” [11]). This mathematically 
underdetermined estimation problem cannot be solved without constraints, for instance 
from prior knowledge about the nature of surfaces and illuminants [12].

Although vision scientists agree to some extent about the nature of the 
computational problem, there is little agreement about whether the visual system 
actually inverts the calculation (and estimates reflectance and illumination) (e.g., 
[13–16]), or rather bypasses the inverse problem by using heuristics or image cues 
to make decisions about color [17–19]. The first computational models solved the 
inverse problem by assuming certain regularities in the visual scene, for instance 
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Fig. 6.1 Color constancy is hard because the light reflected off a surface depends both on the 
reflectance properties of the surface and the light illuminating the surface. The upper left panel 
shows the reflectance of a clover as a function of wavelength. The lower left panel shows the power 
spectrum of two different daylight illuminants: direct sunlight and skylight (shade). The light 
reflected to the eyes off a clover, shown in the right panel, depends on whether the clover is illu-
minated by sunlight or skylight. In order to perceive the surface color accurately, the visual system 
has to estimate the surface reflectance from the combined light signal
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that the mean chromaticity of a scene is neutral or at least known [20], or that illu-
mination changes more slowly across a visual scene than surface reflectance [21–
23]. Another class of models relied on the fact that natural surface reflectances and 
daylight illuminants can be represented with a limited number of basis functions, 
greatly simplifying the inverse calculation (e.g., [20, 24, 25]). These models 
showed that the illuminant in relatively simple scenes can be estimated and thus 
discounted based on cues from mean chromaticity across the scene [20], specular 
highlights on surfaces [24, 26], and mutual illumination [27].

Of course, that these models work for some visual scenes does not mean that they 
accurately model human color constancy, but they have been useful in developing exper-
imental hypotheses. In a seminal study, Kraft and Brainard [28] tested three common 
theoretical assumptions: that color constancy is determined by adaptation to mean lumi-
nance; adaptation to local contrast; or adaptation to the brightest surface in the scene. 
Their results were not consistent with any single mechanism, but rather with a combina-
tion of several mechanisms. In a series of studies taking advantage of computer render-
ing techniques, Maloney and colleagues tested the role of different image cues for color 
constancy. They found that observers used information from several cues, such as high-
lights, cast shadows, and depth cues when estimating surface color [18, 29–31].

Color constancy is usually quantified by measuring changes in color appearance 
caused by a change in viewing context. Reduced to a two-dimensional world, this can 
be something like the simultaneous contrast illusion in Fig. 6.2a. In the top panel, the 
surrounds affect perceived lightness of the target: the two physically identical middle-
gray patches look either dark or light depending on the surround. In the chromatic case 
depicted in the middle panel of Fig. 6.2a, the two physically identical targets appear 
either bluish or yellowish depending on the surround. One can measure the magnitude 
of the context effect on target color appearance and use mathematical methods to quan-
tify the “compensation” for the difference in surrounds in terms of color constancy 
(color constancy index, see Ref. [8]). As the stimuli in Fig. 6.2a (top and middle) are 
very simple compared to natural scenes, contemporary studies commonly use more 
complex backgrounds (Fig. 6.2a, bottom) or computer renderings of three-dimensional 
scenes (Fig. 6.2b). The idea behind all of these visual displays is the same, however: the 
overall color difference between the two sides of the display simulates an illumination 
change, and the extent to which the observer compensates for this difference when 
judging target color appearance is a measure of color constancy.

Contextual effects on color perception have been extensively quantified during 
the past century with scenes similar to the ones depicted in Fig. 6.2a, and we now 
have some understanding about the regularities of color perception in such scenes. 
To a first approximation, observers are able to partially compensate for illumination 
changes when judging object color appearance across illumination variation, espe-
cially with more “natural” tasks and realistic displays (for a comprehensive review, 
see Ref. [8]). However, the degree of color constancy depends on the instructions 
and task [34, 35], the display, and the realism of the stimuli in ways that are not 
well-understood (for a review, see Ref. [7]). In order to uncover the mechanisms of 
color constancy, it is important to develop general models that predict both successes 
and failures of color constancy in a broad range of experimental situations.
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6.2.2  Color Induction

Stimulus context plays a crucial role in enabling the organism to solve the problem of 
color constancy. It has been proposed that observers derive information about the illu-
minant from the surround [36], and some models achieve color constant representations 
from edge contrasts between a target and its surround (e.g., [37, 38]). Accordingly, 
several authors have suggested that color constancy and various effects of context on 
color appearance are essentially two sides of the same coin. Both von Helmholtz [12] 
and Hering [39] agreed on this point, although their theories were rather different [40, 41]. 

a b

c

Fig. 6.2 Typical displays used in the study of color constancy and color induction. (a) A demon-
stration of the classical simultaneous brightness/color contrast illusion. The two central disks are 
identical in terms of reflected light, but viewing them embedded in different surrounds make their 
colors appear different. Top: achromatic; middle: chromatic; bottom: chromatic with different spa-
tial properties in the targets and surrounds. (b) Here, the observer’s task is to choose the button on 
the left side of a cube that matches the button on the right side. The cube on the left is illuminated 
by a standard light on both sides; the two other cubes are illuminated by a standard light on the 
right and a yellowish (center) or bluish (right) light on the left. Figure reproduced with permission 
of Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology from [32] via Copyright Clearance 
Center. (c) A demonstration of Brown and MacLeod’s [33] gamut expansion effect. The six col-
ored disks embedded in the uniform grey surround (left) are printed in the same ink as the six disks 
embedded in the variegated surround (right), yet they appear more saturated (or colorful). This 
demonstrates that target color appearance is influenced by the variance of surround colors even 
with the same average surround color
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Helmholtz famously proposed that the simultaneous contrast effect is produced by an 
error of judgement (or “unconscious inference”), where the target is mistakenly assumed 
to be illuminated with a light having the color of the surround (also see Fig. 4 in Ref. [42]). 
Due to the discounting of the illumination, the perceived color of the target shifts in a 
direction opposite in color space to the color of the surround. Thus, a grey target appears 
greenish if embedded in a red surround, bluish if embedded in a yellow surround, and 
so on (for a computational implementation of this idea, see Ref. [16]). Hering, on the 
other hand, explained both color constancy and simultaneous contrast in terms of lateral 
inhibition between neighboring receptors at the retina. Helmholtz and Hering’s ideas 
have been hugely influential and most current theories of color constancy and simulta-
neous contrast can be regarded as modern incarnations of their theories. Consequently, 
their shared basic assumption that simultaneous contrast is due to mechanisms 
subserving color constancy is broadly adopted in the field [43–47]. Indeed, the stimuli 
and tasks in experiments on simultaneous color constancy and simultaneous contrast 
are often quite similar or even identical.

A priori, though, any given observable induction effect may be due to a host of dif-
ferent mechanisms, subserving different functional goals (or even be spandrels serving 
no particular functional purpose at all [48]). The widespread idea that simultaneous 
contrast is a side effect of mechanisms correcting for the influence of the prevailing 
illumination is therefore by no means necessary. For instance, it has been proposed that 
mechanisms are involved that serve to counteract intraocular glare [49] or to infer the 
color of transparent media [50]. Importantly, if such alternative mechanisms contribute, 
empirical measurements of the effect would not directly reflect the pure effect of con-
stancy mechanisms correcting for the prevailing illumination. More specifically, the 
transparency mechanism discussed by Ekroll and Faul [50] seems to be triggered only 
when the surround is uniform in the vicinity of the target. Thus, experiments using 
variegated surrounds such as in Fig. 6.2b, c may provide a better, uncontaminated esti-
mate of the effect due to mechanisms correcting for the illuminant [51].

6.2.3  Type I and Type II Constancy

An interesting challenge to the popular idea that both simultaneous contrast and color 
constancy are simply due to mechanisms encoding difference (contrast) information at 
the borders between surfaces [45, 52–54] is the observation that when an object moves 
across a multicolored background, we hardly ever experience the strong changes in its 
perceived color that this idea would predict [53, 55]. This observation of a “natural 
background independence” has led researchers to propose that in addition to the mecha-
nisms that provide color constancy across illumination changes (Type I constancy), the 
visual system also possesses mechanisms providing color constancy across background 
changes (Type II constancy) [53, 56]. According to Whittle, the initial coding of color 
based on differences at edges (presumed to take place in the retina or early visual cortex) 
is counteracted by a subsequent stage of processing in which the differences at edges 
are integrated across space, much as in the Retinex model by Land and McCann [23]. 
While retinal processing can be understood as mathematical differentiation of the 
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retinal image, later processing is essentially conceived of as mathematical integration. 
The concatenation of these two operations yields the original image up to an unknown 
additive constant (which could be determined based on some kind of anchoring rule, see 
Gilchrist et al. [17]). Thus, perfect integration would lead to Type II constancy (back-
ground independence). From this perspective, simultaneous contrast effects (a failure of 
background independence) are to be understood as failures of integration [53]. Indeed, 
the Retinex model, which integrates luminance across edges, does not “see” the classi-
cal simultaneous contrast illusion.

It has been proposed that the integration process depends on perceptual mechanisms 
that classify edges in the visual input as reflectance edges or illumination edges: It 
would make sense for the processes responsible for the computation of surface color to 
integrate only across reflectance edges and to disregard illumination edges [57]. In a 
certain sense, this differentiation-integration perspective redefines the problem of 
understanding color perception. From this perspective, color constancy and strong 
simultaneous contrast effects are not very mysterious. Rather, the central problem 
becomes to understand exactly how the postulated integration and edge classification 
processes work [53, 57]. As pointed out by Koffka ([58], cited in Ref. [57]), “a complete 
answer to this question would probably supply the key to the complete theory of color 
perception in the broadest sense.” It should be pointed out, however, that the problem-
atic observation of “a natural background independence” is also amenable to an alterna-
tive explanation. There is evidence that simultaneous color contrast is sometimes 
considerably stronger for the uniform backgrounds typically used in many studies than 
in more naturalistic variegated backgrounds [43, 51, 59], and as pointed out by Evans 
([60], p. 210) uniform backgrounds come “close to being contrary to the laws of nature.” 
Thus, strong simultaneous contrast effects may be the result of the activation of special-
purpose mechanisms [50, 61] rather than general principles of retinal coding. An infor-
mal observation consistent with this proposal is that when an object moves in front of 
different uniform surfaces (such as a bird crossing the clouds of the twilight sky), quite 
strong simultaneous contrast effects can be observed (see also [43]). From this perspec-
tive, the often- made implicit or explicit assumption that “the centre-surround configura-
tion is a particularly important one” [53] may be misleading.

6.3  How Are Contextual Effects on Color Perception 
Quantified?

6.3.1  Current Situation in the Field

Although the amount of literature on color constancy and color induction is nothing 
short of daunting, our understanding of the fundamental mechanisms and processes in 
contextual color perception is still far from complete. As one delves deeper into the lit-
erature, the lack of convergence into general quantitative models becomes tangible [53]. 
There also remains disagreement about fundamental theoretical issues; for instance, 
whether the perceptual representation of surface color is equivalent to the physical prop-
erty “surface reflectance,” and whether illumination is explicitly represented [48, 62, 63]. 
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Another important issue is to what extent color perception can be understood indepen-
dently from other aspects of perception such as material properties, scene layout, depth 
relationships, and perceptual organization in general [61, 64–76]. It is also unclear what 
the relevant dimensions of color experience are [50, 60, 77–82]. On a more practical 
level, there is much debate about what is the best way to characterize color constancy, 
and whether it is even possible to measure it in “objective” or artifact-free ways. Many 
different methods have been employed in the past [83], but they may often provide 
conflicting results [53, 84]. An unfortunate consequence of these issues is that it is not 
always clear which results should be incorporated into theories, and which are artifacts 
of inadequate measurement methods or misleading assumptions about the phenomenal 
structure of color experience.

In the following, we briefly review the most popular classic methods, along with 
a few interesting more novel approaches.

6.3.2  Classic Methods

6.3.2.1  Asymmetric Color Matching

Asymmetric matching has traditionally been a popular method to measure color 
constancy and color induction [34, 85]. Here, the observer is presented with two 
target patches embedded in different surrounds and asked to adjust the color coordi-
nates of one of the targets such that it appears identical to the other one. The differ-
ence between the color coordinates of the two targets at the perceptual match can 
then be taken as a measure of the combined effect of the two surrounds on the color 
appearance of the targets. To quantify the amount of color constancy, the observed 
color match is often compared to a perfectly color constant match, whereby the ratio 
between the two matches indicates the degree of color constancy (color constancy 
index). A further option is to infer the observer’s illuminant estimate from the color 
match and use this to quantify color constancy [86]. This approach has the advan-
tage of offering a direct link to computational models of constancy that estimate the 
illuminant.

It would often be more interesting to measure the effect of each surround on the 
color appearance of a target separately, rather than the combined effect of the two 
surrounds. Unfortunately, there seems to be no principled way for decomposing the 
measured combined effect into single surround-specific effects without relying on 
theoretical assumptions. An easy and popular, but potentially questionable way out 
of this dilemma is to posit that some particular surround is functionally neutral 
(i.e., that it has no effect on the perceived color of targets embedded in it). That 
way, the effect of any surround of interest can be directly measured by adjusting 
targets in the functionally neutral surround to match those presented in the sur-
round of interest. It is often assumed that a completely dark surround or phenom-
enologically neutral surrounds (i.e., surrounds that appear achromatic) are 
functionally neutral, but this is a purely theoretical assumption that may well be 
incorrect [87]. For instance, one often speaks of a completely dark surround as “no 
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surround,” but the absence of physical stimulation does not imply that such a sur-
round is functionally neutral. If, for instance, the difference between target and 
surround is the essential determinant of the target’s perceived color [46, 47], a 
completely dark surround affects perceived color in essentially the same way as 
any other surround by contributing to the critical target-surround difference.

To gain a clearer idea of the inherent ambiguity of asymmetric matching data, a 
simple formal consideration may be helpful. Models of color appearance typically posit 
a three-dimensional color code [88], i.e., a function f of the tristimulus vectors1 t, s of 
the target T and the surround S which yields a triplet of numbers representing the per-
ceived color of the target. Any such model predicts that two targets T1, T2 embedded in 
surrounds S1, S2 should match whenever f(t1, s2) = f(t2, s2). However, since any other 
color code h:=g(f) obtained by concatenation of the function f with an arbitrary invert-
ible function g makes exactly the same predictions, many rather different models of 
color appearance are compatible with the same set of matching data. This makes it 
evident that the shape of the function relating target coordinates to color appearance for 
targets in a certain surround cannot be inferred from asymmetric matching data. Once 
it is known (say, based on scaling or threshold data, see Sect. 6.3.2.5) for one surround, 
however, the matching data can be used to infer it for another surround [90].

It is also important to realize that the direction of the induction effect produced 
by a surround cannot be inferred from matching data without making (potentially 
incorrect) assumptions about what constitutes a functionally neutral surround.

6.3.2.2  Asymmetric Matching with Haploscopically Superimposed 
Displays

Based on an idea of Hering [91], Whittle [47, 53] pioneered the use of a special match-
ing paradigm in which one target-surround stimulus is presented separately to each eye 
such that, through binocular fusion, the observer experiences the two targets to be 
matched as embedded in the same surround, although their monocular surrounds are 
different (haploscopically superimposed displays, HSD). An important advantage of 
this technique is that the subjective matching problems often reported in experiments 
using conventional side-by-side displays seem to be absent or at least significantly 
reduced. This technique also tends to produce much stronger induction effects than 
experiments with side-by-side displays [92]. Whittle [54] argued that this is because 
the results obtained with these techniques reflect the consequences of retinal 
mechanisms that essentially only register color differences at edges more directly than 
the results obtained with conventional side-by-side matching: The weaker effects 

1 Colorimetric specification of a light stimulus is often made in terms of tristimulus values, which 
are the intensity values of three reference lights needed to match the test light. Different systems, 
such as the [R,G,B] and [X,Y,Z] of the Commission Internationale de L’éclairage (CIE) are based 
on different choices of the three reference lights, but they are essentially equivalent: different tris-
timulus values are related to each other by a linear transform. The tristimulus vector of a light is 
often just referred to as its “color,” but this is potentially misleading, since the perceived color 
depends on context as well (see [89] for a good introduction to color measurement)
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obtained with conventional matching are attributed to secondary mechanisms of inte-
gration counteracting the effects of the primary difference coding. However, alterna-
tive explanations of the special results obtained with these techniques are also possible: 
as the observer’s eyes receive different input from the two hemifields, the haploscopic 
matching results could be attributed to strong temporal adaptation in each hemifield 
rather than to simultaneous contrast per se ([87], p. 125).

6.3.2.3  Achromatic Settings

In this technique, the observer is asked to adjust the chromaticity of a target embedded 
in a surround such that it appears achromatic (e.g., [93, 94]). Compared to asymmetric 
matching, this method has the advantage of obviating the need for presenting a second 
comparison target (and surround) which may influence the perceived color of the tar-
get [95]. Apart from that, however, results obtained with this method suffer from the 
same fundamental ambiguity as the results from asymmetric color matching. This is 
because the interpretation and modeling of achromatic matches implicitly or explicitly 
involves the comparison with targets that would appear achromatic when presented in 
another surround (typically gray or black). But note that this ambiguity is a problem 
only if the goal is to understand the quality of color appearance, instead of quantifying 
how constantly observers judge color appearance across illuminant changes [93].

An important disadvantage of achromatic settings is that measurements can only 
be made for a small subset of all possible colors (those that appear achromatic in a 
given surround). Given the large nonlinearities sometimes observed in asymmetric 
color matching experiments [51, 96–101], it does not appear advisable to draw gen-
eral conclusions based only on achromatic settings.

6.3.2.4  Unique Hue Settings

The method of unique hue settings [102] is based on a central notion of opponent 
color theory, namely that the four unique hues red, green, yellow, and blue2 have 
special properties that make them particularly useful as landmarks in color space 
[39, 103]. Unique hue settings have the advantage that measurements can be made 
not only for targets that appear achromatic in a given surround, but also for targets 
that appear unique red, green, blue, or yellow (see also [104] for the related method 
of unique hue scaling, and see also Chap. 5 about between-individual variation in 
unique hues). A disadvantage, however, is that interpretation and modeling requires 
even more assumptions than achromatic settings because the set of colors that 
appear in a given unique hue is a two-dimensional manifold. Like achromatic 
settings, unique hue settings can be regarded as a limited form of implicit asym-
metric matching. Hence, this technique also suffers from the aforementioned funda-
mental ambiguity of asymmetric matching data.

2 So called because they cannot be divided further into component hues; see Chap. 5.
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6.3.2.5  Threshold and Scaling Measurements

Context does not only influence color appearance, but also the discriminability of 
colors [105–108]. Color discrimination may be measured with threshold measure-
ments and various supra-threshold scaling techniques [109, 110] and in some cases 
threshold measurements and scaling techniques seem to yield consistent results 
[108]. In theory, much of the aforementioned inherent ambiguity of asymmetric 
matching data can be resolved based on corresponding data from discrimination 
experiments. Specifically, threshold or scaling measurements can be used to esti-
mate the derivative of the color code f(t,s) (target color appearance in a given sur-
round) with respect to t (the color coordinates of the target), which cannot be 
determined based on asymmetric matching. Therefore, employing both appearance 
and discrimination measurements in conjunction [90, 111, 112] can be particularly 
useful for constraining models of color appearance.

6.3.3  Critical Assumptions in Measuring and Modeling Color 
Appearance

The methods described above for measuring color appearance, and the modeling of 
the resulting data typically rely on a host of critical (implicit or explicit) assump-
tions that warrant consideration. We have already discussed the assumption that 
certain surrounds are often assumed to be “functionally neutral” and now briefly 
scrutinize two other potentially questionable assumptions.

6.3.3.1  The Continuity Assumption

Virtually all models of color appearance implicitly assume that perceived color (repre-
sented by a color code) is a continuous function of the color coordinates of the target 
and the surround. There is some evidence to suggest that this assumption, sometimes 
referred to as Grassmann’s second law [113], is not generally valid. Rather, there is 
often a discontinuity in color appearance when the target color coordinates reach the 
coordinates of the surround, at least when the surround is uniform [47, 50, 51, 114]. 
This phenomenon, sometimes called “crispening,” is related to the observation that 
color discrimination is best for target colors close to the surround color [106].

6.3.3.2  The Compensation Assumption

The core idea behind the asymmetric matching method is that the observer compen-
sates the net effect of the surrounds on the perceived colors of the targets by adjusting 
the tristimulus values of one of the targets. As the observer can adjust three variables, 
this should be possible provided that the space of perceived colors is three-dimensional. 
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But if this space has more than three dimensions, it should be difficult to establish a 
subjectively satisfactory match. A priori, the perceived color of a target embedded in 
a simple uniform surround depends on six variables, namely the tristimulus values of 
the target plus those of the surround and hence the space of perceived colors could 
theoretically be up to six-dimensional even in this simple case [60]. Empirically, the 
evidence for or against the validity of the three- dimensionality assumption is mixed. 
While many studies do not mention any matching problems, other studies suggest 
that the problems can be quite dramatic [85, 115, 116]. Interestingly, subjective 
matching problems seem to be absent using the special viewing conditions of haplo-
scopically superimposed displays [53, 92]. A general hypothesis that could account 
for the mixed results is that matching is possible for some combinations of target and 
surround colors, but not for others. For instance, subjective matching problems are 
often particularly evident when the contrast between target and surround is small [51] 
or when the two targets have a different contrast polarity [54].

6.3.4  Performance-Based Measures

Although the matching methods described above have various advantages, they are 
rather far-removed from everyday color tasks (compare matching two color patches 
in hue and saturation to selecting ripe tomatoes in the market). One potential issue 
with matching methods is that such an artificial task might not tap into real-world 
constancy mechanisms. For instance, observers might choose a variety of strategies 
to accomplish an asymmetric match, introducing variability unrelated to the experi-
mental manipulation.

Due to these issues, an increasing number of laboratories use performance-based 
measures to characterize color constancy. Although these methods vary in many 
regards, they all measure observers’ ability to recognize surface colors when the 
illuminant or viewing context is varied, rather than asking observers to match col-
ors. Of course, the choice of task depends on the goal of the experiment; if the vari-
able of interest is perceptual appearance, other methods are more suitable. But 
performance-based tasks are useful for quantifying how well and under what condi-
tions observers are able to identify surface colors across context changes, which is 
useful for understanding real-world color constancy mechanisms.

6.3.4.1  Color Identification and Color Selection

In color identification and selection tasks, observers are asked to identify surfaces 
across illuminant changes. Because observers are not required to adjust or match 
colors, they often find this more intuitive. Color selection tasks are also arguably 
closer to everyday demands on color constancy than classic adjustment tasks; if the 
function of color constancy is to infer relevant object properties, such as ripeness, 
the outcome of the constancy process should lead to a successful selection of the 
target item amongst similar “distractors.”
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In one of the first performance-based color constancy studies, Bramwell and 
Hurlbert [92] used a task where observers saw a target under one simulated illumi-
nant and were asked to pick the matching surface from a set of possible matches 
displayed under a different illuminant. Constancy was quantified as the distance 
between the true reflectance match and the match picked by the observer. The task 
was easy for observers and yielded measures of both color constancy and color 
discrimination, unlike classic matching methods.

Zaidi and colleagues [117–119] developed a method along similar lines but using 
real objects and illuminants. In their influential studies, observers saw four objects 
under two different illuminations, and were asked to pick the odd object out. By 
comparing observers’ choices with different strategies—for instance reflectance 
matching and color contrast matching—Zaidi et al. showed that observers used a 
suboptimal strategy based on color similarity when identifying objects, instead of a 
more complicated reflectance estimation or “inverse-optics” approach.

Recently, Radonjić et al. [32] developed a color selection task with a similar prin-
ciple to the paradigm of Zaidi and colleagues. Their use of rendered stimuli (see 
Fig. 6.2b) affords more flexibility in the choice of stimuli, and thus more accurate 
measurements of color constancy. Analyzing the selection data with a variant of maxi-
mum likelihood difference scaling, Radonjić et al. showed that observers were very 
color constant with complex, 3D stimuli (similar to the ones in Fig. 6.2b), but poor with 
simple, 2D stimuli. In a follow-up study with an even more naturalistic block-sorting 
task, Radonjić et al. [120] found good color constancy that was robust to manipulations 
of scene complexity (i.e., number of surfaces in the scene) and local contrast.

6.3.4.2  Color Naming and Categorization

One can also study the influence of context by asking subjects to categorize the 
color of targets in different contexts [121–125]. This has the same advantage as 
achromatic or unique hue settings: There is no need to display a comparison stimulus, 
which may influence the measurements. Color naming also has the advantage over 
achromatic adjustments that it can yield information about several landmarks in 
color space [121]. A well-known limitation is that humans are able to discriminate 
many more colors than they have color names for [83]. One way to overcome this 
issue is to use stimulus sets that span a large portion of color space and to model 
constancy for a group of stimuli simultaneously [121, 122, 126].

Color naming is similar to typical forced-choice paradigms in that it requires 
observers to categorize stimuli instead of making matches across contexts. In an early 
study, Jacobs and Gaylord [127] measured adaptation to spectral narrow-band lights 
and found color naming to be as accurate as asymmetric matching for measuring adap-
tation effects but more intuitive for observers. Later studies have found similar results 
for color constancy [124, 125, 128]. In a series of studies, Gegenfurtner and colleagues 
studied how the structure of color space changes under varying illumination by using 
a combination of color naming and mathematical modeling. They found the structure 
of color space to be largely stable, with small transformations in category boundaries 
explained by relatively simple linear models [121, 126]. By using Munsell chips with 
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known surface reflectances, Olkkonen et al. [122] were further able to compare how 
consistently individual observers named surface colors across illuminants with how 
consistently different observers named the same surfaces under one illuminant. They 
found across-illuminant naming consistency to be similar to across-observer naming 
consistency; in other words, those surface colors that remained stable across illumi-
nants also reached high inter-observer agreement under a baseline illuminant.

6.3.4.3  Priming

The Helmholtzian view that unconscious inference is necessary for achieving color 
constancy from “raw sensations” at the retina has often been taken as a given by color 
scientists (see [78], for further discussion). Norman et al. [129] investigated this asser-
tion with a clever priming task, where they used metacontrast masking to display sub-
liminal color primes to observers. Norman et al. tested whether a prime matched with 
the mask in terms of reflected light (proximal properties) or reflectance (distal proper-
ties) differentially facilitated the subsequent color categorization of the mask. They 
found that categorization was facilitated more when the prime matched the mask in 
terms of reflectance rather than in reflected color. This led Norman and colleagues to 
conclude that object color is initially represented in terms of its surface reflectance, 
and not the reflected color. This is notably inconsistent with the common notion that 
the earliest processing stages represent proximal stimulus qualities that need to be 
processed in order to arrive at a representation of surface color [12, 130].

6.3.4.4  Operational Color Constancy

Based on the observation that color constancy in the laboratory is often poor (e.g., 
[34, 131]), Foster and colleagues have advocated a more operational definition of 
color constancy (also see Ref. [132]). Their approach agrees with the observation that 
although the color appearance of objects often changes with the illuminant (a sheet of 
white paper often looks yellower under sunlight than in shade), we do not perceive 
the surface material as having changed; rather, we are able to distinguish illuminant 
from material changes. Consequently, the function of color constancy might be to tell 
illuminant changes from reflectance changes, rather than maintaining equal color 
appearance across illuminant changes. Foster and colleagues have shown in a series 
of experiments that observers are good at discriminating illuminant changes from 
changes in object properties (e.g., [83, 133, 134]). The advantage of this method is 
the naturalness and ease of the discrimination task, but as other performance-based 
measures, it does not inform us about how object color appearance changes in differ-
ent illuminations. Indeed, one interesting implication of this research is that opera-
tional color constancy may be good even when appearance constancy fails.

In a variant of the operational color constancy task, Pearce et al. [135] quantified 
color constancy by measuring discrimination thresholds for illuminant changes in 
different color directions. They found that illumination discrimination was poorest 
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on the daylight axis toward bluish illuminations. The fact that observers are the least 
sensitive to bluish illuminant changes implies that color constancy is best for these 
illuminants. This is consistent with the suggestion that color constancy should be 
best for natural daylight variation; a common hypothesis that has lacked empirical 
evidence so far (but see Ref. [15]).

6.3.5  The Role of Scene Complexity

Figure 6.2 shows an array of displays with different levels of scene complexity. It is 
possible to quantify the effect of color context on color appearance in a simple dis-
play such as the simultaneous contrast (Fig. 6.2a). As seen in this classical illusion, 
context can affect color appearance quite dramatically. It is now known, however, 
that the complexity of the viewing context modulates the strength of context effects. 
Comparing the middle and bottom panels of Fig. 6.2a reveals that a complex sur-
round may, at least in some cases, have a smaller effect on target color appearance 
than a simple one, even with the same average surround chromaticity [43, 75, 136, 
137]. Manipulating the number and type of surfaces in a scene also affects color 
constancy (e.g., [138–142]). Finally, Brown and MacLeod [33] showed that the 
same low-contrast targets appear more colorful on uniform surrounds than on varie-
gated surrounds (Fig. 6.2c). Taken together, these results show that findings from 
simple scenes cannot be straightforwardly generalized to complex scenes and ulti-
mately to color perception in the real world.

It is important to note that scene complexity can be increased by adding more 
variability in the visual scene without adding more structure. The display in the bot-
tom panel of Fig. 6.2a has more chromatic variability than the middle panel, but not 
considerably more spatial structure. The scene in Fig. 6.2b, on the other hand, has 
both more chromatic variability and structure than the displays in Fig. 6.2a. It is 
conceivable that variability and structure separately modulate the strength of context 
effects on color appearance. In a seminal demonstration, Adelson [64] showed that 
lightness percepts are influenced by perceived scene structure although the pattern 
of luminance across the scene was held constant (see also [70]).

With the advent of physically based rendering tools, several labs have moved to 
using more realistic displays to study color constancy. These displays confer sev-
eral advantages over more traditional 2D displays. They allow for more freedom in 
manipulating the objects—their shape and surface material, etc.—along with illu-
mination properties. Such scenes allow studying the role of complex scene cues to 
color constancy; for instance stereo disparity [143], highlights [29, 144, 145], 
object pose [146, 147], and material [76]. Computer graphics also enables us to 
study the perception of more complex illumination and reflectance properties, such 
as the effect of illumination geometry on the perception of glossiness [148–151].

One might argue that it would be most ecologically valid to use real objects 
and illuminants, because they contain cues that are challenging to reproduce in 
rendered scenes. Indeed, some early studies in color constancy were conducted 
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with real (albeit comparatively simple) stimuli under real illuminants (e.g., [36, 
79, 152]). Even after the advent of digital displays, some groups still employ real 
surfaces and illuminants with the thought that they might tap more “natural” 
constancy mechanisms [85, 122, 153–158]. One notable disadvantage in using 
real displays is the difficulty to parametrically manipulate object or illumination 
properties. To overcome this limitation, some laboratories have built setups that 
combine real objects with projectors so that the apparent object and illuminant 
colors can be  independently and parametrically manipulated [85, 157]. It is 
important to note, however, that no large differences between rendered and real 
scenes in terms of color constancy performance have been found [122, 159, 160], 
and thus it is appropriate to use the experimental setup that is most practical for 
a given research question.

6.4  The Role of Individual Differences in Theory 
Development

More than 50 years ago, Cronbach [161] pointed to a curious and unfortunate theoreti-
cal schism dividing psychology into two largely separate schools of thought he referred 
to as “correlational psychology” and “experimental psychology.” The main difference 
between them is their perspective on the importance of individual differences. It is 
probably fair to say that research on perception has been, and to some extent still is, 
deeply entrenched in the one-sided perspective of the “experimental psychology” 
described by Cronbach and has yet to fully exploit the benefits of complementing 
traditional experimental studies with analyses of natural variation [162–164].

This is particularly tangible in the literature on color constancy and color appear-
ance. Many studies have been performed with a small number of observers, quite 
often only the authors and perhaps a couple of naive observers. This common 
practice is probably more strongly rooted in tradition [165] along with practical 
issues3 than based on a principled scientific deliberations. One could argue that the 
fair inter-observer agreement evident in many published studies suggests that indi-
vidual differences are small and thus insignificant. The idea that inter-observer 
agreement tends to be good may, however, be a self-perpetuating prejudice caused 
and maintained by a publication bias. Whenever large individual differences are 
observed, many perceptual psychologists are probably prone to think that some-
thing went wrong in the experiment and hesitate to publish the results, particularly 
if data suggesting a higher precision have already been published. In the early days 
of perception science, large inter-individual variability was considered “prima facie 
evidence that the attempted isolation of critical determining factors had failed and 
that uncontrolled disturbing processes had supervened” ([165], p. 73) and even 
today, this kind of attitude may be encountered ([166], p.101).

3 Perception experiments typically involve long sessions with a large number of stimuli presented 
to each observer, which poses a challenge to recruiting large samples of naive observers.
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In the literature on color constancy and color induction, there is often good 
agreement among the few observers participating in single studies, but vastly dif-
ferent results across studies [54]. More recent research documents surprisingly 
large individual differences within studies [96, 97, 167–169], which suggests that 
publication bias may indeed have been a real issue. As a notable exception in 
color constancy research, Allen et al. [167, 168] used individual differences in 
working memory performance to successfully account for individual differences 
in color constancy, specifically in how scene complexity affects color constancy 
performance (see also [170]).

The tendency to neglect individual differences in studies of color constancy 
and color induction is not entirely irrational. First, it is well known that the phe-
nomena under study depend crucially on a host of stimulus variables [53, 54]. 
Thus, even small differences in the stimuli between studies may explain why 
they produce rather diverging results. Second, it is also clear that different meth-
ods for measuring how color appearance depends on the stimulus can lead to 
dramatically different results [84]. Thus, any differences observed across 
different studies can plausibly be attributed to the effect of known or unknown 
differences in the experimental variables.

It is also well known that the results of asymmetric color matching experi-
ments may depend on instructions ([35, 171–173]). In a similar vein, subjects 
sometimes find it impossible to make the targets actually appear equal in perceived 
color [40, 51, 85, 115, 174]. In such cases, it may be unclear to the subjects how 
they are supposed to proceed, and spontaneously adopt idiosyncratic criteria for 
complying with the impossible task. Subtle unintended demand characteristics 
[175] may also influence the actual settings. A further, related consideration is 
that the observed individual differences in color induction may be due to differ-
ences in eye movement patterns [176, 177] or the allocation of attention [178, 
179] rather than genuine individual differences in color perception. Thus, 
individual differences observed within a single experiment may plausibly be 
attributed to criterion problems or subtle differences in how attention is deployed 
rather than to genuine individual differences in perception.

All of these considerations make it very difficult to unambiguously conclude 
that any observed differences in the data from different subjects reflect genuine 
differences in perception, but thinking in terms of biology and evolution, it 
appears implausible that the mechanisms underlying color constancy and color 
induction exhibit any less natural variability than any other parts of our biological 
makeup (e.g., [180]).

In 2015, interest in individual differences in color constancy and color induction 
was boosted by the heated discussions about “the Dress” [181–187]. When viewing 
this photograph of a dress (reprinted in Fig. 1D of [182]), some people say that the 
dress is blue-black, while others maintain that it is white-gold. It is difficult to say 
why precisely this phenomenon created such a stir in social media, but it appears 
reasonable to assume that people were particularly intrigued by the categorical dif-
ferences in the colors reported by different people.
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As testified by the vigorous exchanges on the Color and Vision Network (CVNet) 
mailing list (http://lawton.ewind.com/mailman/listinfo/cvnet), the scientific com-
munity was almost equally surprised by this phenomenon as the general public. 
Many interesting potentially important factors were discussed, ranging from the 
optics of the eye to subjective criteria, but a hypothesis that was repeatedly proposed 
in various guises was that the effect is due to individual differences in the strength 
and/or parameters of the mechanisms underlying color constancy. Importantly, 
though, it seems to be an entirely open question how these putative individual 
 differences come about [181, 182]. It is probably not very far off the mark when 
Macknik and Martinez-Conde ([185], p.20) note that before “the discovery of The 
Dress, vision scientists had thought that people with normal vision experienced 
color illusions similarly.” Some interesting experimental work directed towards elu-
cidating the questions raised by the Dress has already been published [184, 186], 
and we welcome a new era in color constancy and color induction research where 
individual differences will no more be neglected, but rather be the main focus of 
interest. This would be a fortunate development, particularly because individual dif-
ferences can be used as an additional tool for answering the very questions about 
underlying mechanisms that the field has always striven to answer with traditional 
experimental methods [97, 164, 188].

Ultimately, the best proof for the relevance of individual differences for percep-
tion research would be if analyzing them turns out to advance our understanding of 
the underlying mechanisms. While some attempts have been undertaken in this 
direction [97, 167, 168, 188], much remains to be done. A pressing question, there-
fore, is what kind of research needs to be done to turn this into a fruitful research 
program, what challenges it faces, and how they can be solved.

6.4.1  Individual Differences: What Needs to Be Done?

A first step would be to determine the extent and prevalence of individual dif-
ferences in the susceptibility to context effects in color perception in the general 
population. Next, individual differences should be used to establish a general, 
principled, and integrative theory of the multiple visual mechanisms underlying 
the computation of perceived color. Here, it is important to note that meaningful 
individual differences are to be expected at the level of (potentially unknown) 
visual mechanisms, rather than at the level of directly observable effects (i.e., 
effects measured with psychophysical methods). There is good reason to believe 
that most directly observable context effects are the net result of several under-
lying mechanisms [28, 96, 189, 190]. In principle, it is quite possible that there 
does not exist any stimulus that would isolate a single mechanism, and if there 
are such stimuli, we can only speculate—based on preliminary and potentially 
misleading hypotheses—which stimuli have this property. Therefore, to be most 
useful and diagnostic, directly observable individual differences need to be 
decomposed into components attributable to specific mechanisms. Obviously, 
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this cannot be done without explicit models, heuristic assumptions and additional 
empirical constraints. Thus, a one-sided focus on individual differences in 
themselves is unlikely to be very productive. Rather, approaches which combine 
the virtues of classical experimental paradigms (such as modeling of general 
mechanisms and how they depend on stimulus properties) with modeling of 
how these mechanisms may differ across individuals are called for. This not 
only has the advantage that a particular model can be tested against two aspects 
of the data, namely how the results depend on stimulus properties and how they 
depend on the observer, but also against how the results depend on their interac-
tion [164]. Thus, a cleverly devised combination of the experimental approach 
and a correlational individual differences approach is more than the sum of its 
parts. If the directly observable data depend on multiple mechanisms which all 
may vary in their efficiency and/or influence across observers, there is no reason 
to expect that the effects of parametric stimulus manipulations and observer 
characteristics are separable. For instance, the potential pitfalls of averaging 
data curves across observers are well known [191, 192] and this general prob-
lem may be even more serious in asymmetric matching experiments, where 
reasonably simple combinations of simple mechanism may produce rather com-
plicated-looking matching curves [96].

One of the central methodological aims of traditional psychophysical research is 
to isolate single mechanisms, but achieving this by purely experimental means is 
not likely to be simple, and may in many cases be downright impossible. Here, data 
from atypical individuals who lack one or more of the mechanisms in question may 
be particularly informative when compared to data from typical observers. This 
point is nicely illustrated by the important role played by data from dichromats in 
shaping our understanding of normal color vision [3].

Despite the intense research on color constancy and color induction over the last 
century, the well-developed and potentially very informative methods of behavioral 
genetics [193] such as twin studies [194] have hardly been employed so far, but we 
anticipate that they will play an important role in shaping future research in the field.

In order to use individual differences to drive theory and research on color con-
stancy and color induction, it is important to take into account related factors that 
may account for the observed individual differences, such as known variations at 
the level of the photoreceptors, visual acuity and contrast sensitivity [195] (also see 
Chap. 5). It is also important to develop strategies for distinguishing between per-
ceptual and “cognitive” or “strategic” aspects in color matching ([169], p. 761).

Using individual differences as a tool for making inferences about visual 
mechanisms requires using considerably larger samples of observers than has 
been customary. Different from the trained psychophysical observers tradition-
ally used in studies of perception [165], these observers will, by practical 
necessity, have to be essentially untrained. It is therefore imperative to devise 
and validate methods for reducing experimental errors in psychophysical 
experiments associated with the use of untrained and naive observers. The 
methods outlined in Sect. 6.3.4 should not require much training and would 
thus be suitable for untrained observers.
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6.5  Outstanding Questions and Suggestions for Future 
Research

We conclude this chapter by highlighting some outstanding questions and potential 
avenues for future research.

6.5.1  Being Clear About General Research Goals

To help place individual studies in a larger context it would be useful if research-
ers were more explicit about their research aims. There is a crucial difference in 
trying to understand the contents of color experience versus the performance of 
the visual system in different viewing conditions. Further, do the experiments 
test a specific model, and if yes, which? Do the experiments aim to contribute to 
developing neural or computational constancy models? If the goal is model 
development, does implementation matter? The answers to these questions bear 
upon the choice of experimental methods and analyses, and being clear about 
them when reporting experimental results helps the readers put the results in a 
larger context.

6.5.2  Developing and Testing Theories

There are vast amounts of data on the effects of context on color perception, 
especially in simple scenes, but not many models. The existing data could be 
used to develop theories, which could then be tested systematically with carefully 
designed experiments.

The key to model testing is to derive predictions for both successes and failures 
in constancy. As an example, Brainard and colleagues developed a Bayesian model 
of color constancy based on available color matching data. Crucially, the model 
predicted both failures and successes in color constancy depending on the scene 
structure (specifically, whether the background of the target objects was manipu-
lated together with the illumination or not); these predictions were well in line with 
the human data [15].

Model comparison is also a useful tool for testing theories. Olkkonen et al. 
[16] characterized an interaction between context and memory biases in the per-
ceived lightness of a central target. They compared two probabilistic models that 
were based on existing constancy theories: ratio coding and reflectance estima-
tion. Although both models explained the separate effects of stimulus context and 
memory on perceived lightness, only the reflectance model accounted for their 
interaction.
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6.5.3  Incorporating Learning and Memory into Constancy 
Theories

There is accumulating behavioral and neurophysiological evidence that perception 
is not separate from memory and learning processes (e.g., [167, 196–200]). But 
only a handful of studies have investigated the relationship between memory and 
color constancy [157, 167, 201–204], and their results have yet to be integrated into 
a theory of color constancy.

Adding a memory component into a color constancy task can help adjudicate 
between competing models. Olkkonen and Allred [203] measured the indepen-
dent and joint effects of color context and short-term memory on color appear-
ance, and found that a 2-s memory delay decreased color constancy performance 
compared to simultaneous matching. Based on a comparison of ideal-observer 
models, a reflectance- estimation strategy accounted for this result better than a 
contrast- coding strategy [16].

Long-term memory and expectations about object colors can also affect color appear-
ance as shown by Gegenfurtner and colleagues (e.g., [72, 205, 206]). In these studies, 
observers perceived grayscale photographs of familiar objects (e.g., a banana or a mail-
box) to be slightly tinted in their typical colors, showing an influence of prior knowledge 
on color perception. Finally, the Dress phenomenon discussed earlier may be taken to 
suggest that expectation about illumination geometry can affect surface color estimates 
[184]. These effects need to be incorporated into color constancy theories.

6.5.4  Improving Existing Measurement Methods

How can we improve existing methods for measuring color appearance or develop new 
ones that avoid the problems and ambiguities of more classical methods? How can we 
make sense of the diverging results obtained with different methods? One problem with 
many classical methods and experimental tasks is that they may, though seemingly 
“objective,” fail to be properly tailored to the actual structure of phenomenal experience. 
As nicely illustrated by Runeson’s [207] insightful discussion of how a simple measure-
ment device may excel at performing seemingly complicated measurements while 
being essentially worthless in performing seemingly simpler measurements, it is evi-
dent that the experimental task should be tailored to the actual (unknown) function and 
format of the visual mechanisms to yield sensible results. This makes it evident that 
designing good methods for measuring color appearance is not a trivial task. Some use-
ful criteria for determining whether a particular measurement method is appropriate are 
(a) whether the participants experience it as easy and natural and (b) whether it yields 
consistent and clear results. Ultimately the appropriateness of a measurement method 
has to be judged in terms of how helpful it is in developing our theoretical 
understanding.
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Finally, it would be important to understand why different measurement methods 
sometimes yield very different results [53, 84]. Do the measurement methods typically 
used in the field really work the way they are intended to? How can we cleverly 
combine different methods to constrain possible theories and models better?

6.5.5  Understanding the Phenomenological Structure of Color

What are the natural perceptual variables of color experience? What is the dimen-
sionality of perceptual color space? Is it possible to understand color as an attribute 
detached from other attributes of perceptual experience, such as material properties, 
shape, and space? Is the color of the illumination simply discounted by the visual 
system or is it sometimes part of the perceptual experience itself [119]? Although 
much attention was paid to these fundamental questions in the Gestalt era of color 
research [40, 79], they were subsequently largely neglected for decades (with a few 
notable exceptions, [60]). In line with a general revival of ideas and perspectives 
from Gestalt psychology [208, 209] and experimental phenomenology [210], these 
questions have recently been pursued with renewed vigor, but much remains to be 
done in this area.

6.5.6  Understanding the Neural Coding of Contextual Color 
Perception

Is color appearance fundamentally coded by edge differences at the retina or 
early visual cortex, such that color constancy and strong simultaneous contrast 
effects can be explained by this neural difference coding while background inde-
pendence (Type II constancy) requires an explanation in terms of additional, 
complementary mechanisms of edge integration [53, 54]? Or is the retinal code 
in terms of absolute values instead of contrast, such that Type II constancy is 
easy to explain, but color constancy and simultaneous contrast effects require 
another explanation? Is simultaneous contrast due to a general mechanism of 
difference coding or to special- purpose mechanisms that only play a role in spe-
cial cases [50]? The evidence for and against difference coding as a fundamental 
coding principle needs to be carefully evaluated, particularly now, where one of 
the core findings that originally inspired the development of the difference cod-
ing perspective ([54], p. 38)—namely that the eye “ceases to see” when the reti-
nal image is artificially stabilized [211]—is being reevaluated as a potential 
artifact of binocular rivalry [212].

More generally, it is important to make sure that color constancy theories are 
consistent with the known physiology of the visual system (for instance, gan-
glion cells are sensitive to luminance edges rather than absolute luminance 
(e.g., [213], Chap. 4), and many neurons in primary visual cortex code color 
contrast ([214], Chap. 7), thus potentially contributing to color constancy). To 
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start developing a complete theory of color constancy, combining psychophysi-
cal measurements with computational modeling and existing neural data is key.
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